
Resolve to be Compliant 
 
Some people set New Year’s resolutions every year.  Others elect to use the beginning of the year as a time to review 
areas for improvement and to set goals for the coming year.  Whichever category you fall into, I challenge you to take 
the time to establish procedures that maximize your ability to be efficiently compliant. 
 
FINRA Rule 2090, also known as the Know Your Customer rule, requires that “Every member shall use reasonable 
diligence, in regard to the opening and maintenance of every account, to know (and retain) the essential facts 
concerning every customer and concerning the authority of each person acting on behalf of such customer”.  At last 
year’s Principal conference we heard that regulators have an expectation that we are reviewing prior purchases to verify 
that they are still suitable for the client. 
 
Securities America’s policy requires annual review of all advisory clients and review of suitability for all clients every 
three years.  As we all know, life doesn’t happen in three year cycles so it is good practice to maintain regular contact 
with all clients.  Using the technology rolled out last year can help you meet the policy requirements and best practice 
recommendations. 
 
Within FrontPoint, Groups allow you to merge accounts based on whatever logic you choose vs a household that allows 
you to combine accounts for different people at a shared address.  When you open FrontPoint it may say you have 1000 
accounts but after you create Groups or Households you may discover those 1000 accounts can be reviewed through 
286 client calls or meetings, a much more manageable number.    

If you call clients to wish them happy birthday, ask them if anything has changed.   
Generate a list of clients to touch base with based on a specific topic.  For example, the new SECURE act means 

some of your clients who would have been starting RMDs in the next couple of years are now able to delay.  Share the 
good news and find out if anything else has changed. 

Watch your alerts.  The system identifies UGMA accounts that should now be converted because minor has reached 
the age of majority.  Don’t just update the UGMA account.  Check for additional registrations for the custodian.  If there 
aren’t any, will they have new financial goals as they become empty nesters? 
 

When you communicate with clients, you can use the Notes feature within FrontPoint to document the nature of the 

communication.  If you previously put notes in the old Account Manager, these notes will appear in FrontPoint.  But new 

notes going forward need to be entered via FrontPoint.  Notes can be assigned to a specific account or on the client 

level. 

 

There are Training Quick Cards for Creating Households, Creating/Editing Groups and Creating Notes among the 13 

FrontPoint related items inside the Training Resource Library.  If you haven’t accessed the Training Library to review 

FrontPoint topics, I encourage you to do so.  The resources currently available will help you learn how to best utilize the 

features to maximize efficiency in your practice. 

 

Creating Groups/Households and reviewing suitability information will both improve the use of eMoney if you elect to 

take advantage of this add on as well.  Remember, you will be able to do annual reviews with clients using the secure 

view of eMoney.   

According to the Customer Experience statistics, it can be five times more expensive to find a new customer than to 
keep a current one.  The probability of selling to a new prospect is 5-20%, while the probability of selling to an existing 
customer is 60-70% according to Marketing Metrics.  You may just discover that resolving to be compliant with the Know 
Your Customer rule is the simplest growth program you can adopt for your practice. 
 


